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We develop, match and manufacture
top quality edgebanding for the
furniture industry.
We develop

We manufacture

When it comes to edgebanding, we offer unlimited design
possibilities and countless new ideas for furniture makers.

PVC Edgebands

PP Edgebands

Metal Edgebands

Our
most
popular
edgebanding
solution. Indispensible in terms of price/
performance ratio. Our PVC edgebandings
provide excellent light fastness and
color reproduction. Can be recycled.
Manufactured in 700 mm width from 0.4
to 3 mm thickness and in single strips of
various widths upwards of 2 mm thickness.

Polypropylene is the most recent addition to
our edgebanding range. Its soft characteristic
makes it ideal for tight radii. PP has also
gained momentum in carcass edging as
it represents another beneficial product
for environmental requirements. Can be
recycled or incinerated. Manufactured in
700 mm width from 0.4 to 1.5 mm thickness.

Our trend collection. Stylish. Being premium,
our metal edgebands are used in the office,
kitchen and living areas. With metallic
surfaces; stainless steel, aluminium and
copper, we create exclusive concept.

We are highly familiar with the requirements of the furniture
markets around the world, which ensures that our product range is
always up to date.

We match
We carefully match our edgebands to obtain the perfect match
with your board design.
Our color matching specialists will suit the color and design of
your sample to enable you to deliver a superb edge finish. We can
produce any gloss level required, from super- matt to mirror finish.
And to ensure a perfect match with board surfaces, we offer
various embossing finishes.
In the rare occurrence that we do not have the correct printing or
embossing cylinder for your needs, we encourage you to work with
us in developing your own custom design.
We are swift, so that our customers can be swift in turn. Most color
matches are performed within seven days.

ABS Edgebands

3D Edgebands

This engineering plastic is our second
thermoplastic alternative. Impact resistant
and tough, it has numerous economic
and
processing
advantages.
Being
environmentally friendly, it can be recycled
or incinerated. Manufactured in 700 mm
width from 0.4 to 2.0 mm thickness and in
single strips of various widths upwards of 2
mm thickness.

Innovative, exclusive appearance. Printed
on the backside of a clear 3D plastic with
a special primer for optimum adhesion, our
Optix range gives a unique impression of
depth and a typical 3D effect. With wood
finishes to special metallic, multiplex and
fantasy decors. Manufactured in single strips
of 1.5 and 2.0 mm thickness.

Balancing Foils
Lignadecor Balancing Foil is the ideal
solution for backing. LD Balancing Foil is
the foil applied with primer! It is available in
11 different trend colors, smiliar to the most
popular decors. Easy to apply with excellent
finish in the board. Our LD Balancing
Foils provide perfect stability without
irregularities. Being moisture-tolerant, it
requires little adhesives. Manufactured
in 1220 mm width from 0.40 mm - 2 mm
thickness. Avaible in sheets or jumbo rolls.
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